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If you love Resident Evil you'll love this. the one-shot demo of Resident Evil Revelations 2 is available to play right now, and ends when the clock strikes midnight. Now, if you're a fan of the series, you'll know that going in and you'll have been possibly played a tenth of the whole game already. So it's a
great little way to play something that you know and love, but I'm sure you'll be able to tell if there are any... hmm... some spoilers up ahead. On the one hand that's very good because it stops people from a realising the full thing. On the other hand it's a little like going to a National Lottery draw when you
know you're not in with a chance. You can play it for a little while, but by the time you get to the end you're in for a shock, and once it ends, you won't want to play it again. With that in mind, here's a how-to guide to defeat it and get into all the juicy bits. But you shouldn't do that, it's not actually necessary
to beat the demo, but if you do then you won't spoil the really good bits. A new, and unexpected, release of GameXplain has arrived on the App Store. While this doesn't feel much like a game (and is pretty slow at times), it's the first proper GameXplain release since the humble Talkback released on iOS in
April, and contains a few new features and improvements on what was already a great app. If you'd like to check out its latest addition, go to the App Store and search for GameXplain . RESIDENT EVIL 4 TRAINER V 1.0.0...l It's finally here! I'm happy to announce the release of GameXplain 7 for iOS. This is

the first update to GameXplain since the Talkback release in April and marks the first stable release for GameXplain since its release. If you've been a fan of GameXplain, you'll love this new release, which not only features a full screen mode and a few new gameplay enhancements, but also introduces
some slick new features and UI improvements.
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